
TODAY, I GIVE UP TRYING

Chapter: 1318

Get out of Jiangnan!

Never step into it forever!

Lin Fan’s words once again shocked the audience!

This waste son-in-law of the Bai family really has the power to

influence the Zhang family to set foot in the south of the Yangtze

River.

This is incredible!

At this time, the Zhang family was also plunged into despair and

sorrow, with a bitter smile on his lips.

Today’s Zhang family, kicked out of the circle of power and nobility in

the capital, fled to the south of the Yangtze River like a bereaved dog,

but hoped to find the forest seat and reach cooperation with it.

In this way, their Zhang family has the possibility of turning over!

But now, they have been driven out of Jiangnan by their contemptuous

waste, which is simply a shame.

If it is spread, their Zhang family will become the biggest joke in

China!

And all this is because of their stupidity and arrogance!

Therefore, their faces are full of deep regret.

If they believe in Zhang Yichen, then relying on Lin Fan, even if they

can’t find Lin Zuo, they may be able to get on line with the King of

Blood Prison.

But now…the birthday gift is gone!

The chance is gone!

The hope of revival is gone!

Everything is gone!

Puff!

The old lady Zhang directly knelt on the ground, regretting to the

extreme:

“I Chen, please, let your boyfriend let go of our Zhang family!”

“If we leave Jiangnan, the Zhang family will really be over. Ah! You

don’t want your grandfather to die, do you?” Huh

!

All Zhang family members are kneeling towards Zhang Yichen at this

moment!

With a deep pleading on his face!

“Ariel, we know are wrong! You give us another chance!”

“Ariel, we should recall your duties as master of the house, after you or

the chapter house the main house, please, save us!”

And See this scene!

Zhang Lei’s face is hard to see the extreme! A genius remembers in a

second:

Zhang Yichen is stunned!

Lin Fan said that they would kneel down and beg her!

Lin Fan also said that no one dared to remove her Patriarch’s

inheritance right!

And now, all of them have come true!

This man really saved her!

She looked at Lin Fan in disbelief, tears rushing out involuntarily!

Lin Fan smiled and stretched out a hand to wipe the tears from the

corners of her eyes:

“I said, everyone in the Zhang family will eventually kneel down and

beg for your forgiveness!”

Then!

His face sank, his eyes containing endless majesty, coldly staring at

everyone present:

“As long as Zhang Yichen inherits the position of Patriarch, then the

Zhang family can live!” The Zhang family heard this!

With excitement, tears filled his eyes, facing Lin Fan and Zhang

Yichen, kowtow frantically: “Thank you Mr. Lin, thank you Yichen!”

Zhang Jia, live!

This simple sentence made them ecstatic, as if they had found hope of

rebirth!

They never dreamed that in the end they turned out to rely on Zhang

Yichen, who they most wanted to see, to finally save the Zhang family.

“Brother Lin, thank you!”

Zhang Yichen was already crying, and she couldn’t describe how she

felt at the moment.

At this time, she even had an urge to throw Lin Fan down fiercely, and

then kiss him desperately!

Assault him!

Rape this man like a king fiercely!

Lin Fan didn’t know her thoughts, but just smiled and said,

“I’m here! No one can take your home away, because…the current

Zhang family is your Zhang family!”

Then!

Lin Fan stared at Zhang Lei firmly:

“The death penalty is inevitable, the living sin cannot escape!”

“One of your legs! I want it!”

What!

Everyone in the Zhang family was stunned. They thought that the

matter had been revealed, but they didn’t expect that Lin Fan was still

unwilling to take Zhang Lei lightly.

But soon, they reacted. After all, Zhang Lei wanted to kill Lin Fan just

now and wanted to play with Lin Fan’s wife.

Now, Lin Fan just broke his leg, it is already a great kindness!

“No!”

Upon hearing this, Zhang Lei was almost scared to pee, his eyes were

full of deep fear, and then he cried to Granny Zhang again: .(72wx).

“Grandma, save me! I don’t want to be Crap!”

Old lady Zhang changed her expression, and then she wanted to speak

to Lin Fan.

but!

Before she could speak, Lin Fan violently interrupted:

“Shut up! Now your Zhang family, there is no room for bargaining

with me!”

Old lady Zhang was taken aback, and then a deep bitterness appeared

on her face. Never dared to speak anymore.

“Do it!”

Platinum roared directly, and then a group of blood prison experts

instantly rushed out and pressed Zhang Lei to the ground.

Click!

A bone crack, followed by a sound!

Ouch! ! !

Zhang Lei let out a scream and fainted in pain on the spot.
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